


WHO WE SERVE

PHP Systems/Design is America’s leading source for rooftop pipe and equipment support systems.  
PHP designs, manufactures and delivers innovative and sustainable rooftop solutions for architects,  
engineers and building managers who understand what it means to “Build It Right.”  We pioneered  
the original Zero Penetrations support system—allowing our customers limitless support options without 
jeopardizing their existing roof warranties. Our design team is committed to delivering professional,  
high-integrity, code-compliant designs and engineering that solves every type of rooftop challenge.

We provide a viable alternative to more creative solutions such as wooden sleepers, curbs and  
other varieties of inadequate methods. Imitations are simply not backed by our expertise, research,  
development, scientific knowledge and commitment to customer satisfaction. 

Our product lines and services we offer are used by industry leaders in both rooftop and land support 
applications: 

•  Target   •  Whole Foods            •  AT&T     
•  Tyson Foods  •  General Motors            •  National Semiconductor  
•  Disney  •  Ford Motor Co.             •  Intel 
•  Lockheed Martin •  Wal-mart            •  Amazon    
•  Kraft Foods  •  Macy’s                          •  Exxon Mobile 
•  Pfizer Pharmaceutical •  Shell Development       •  PepsiCo

We offer quality assurance backed by our warranty and superior engineering and design. Putting  
extensive research, development and testing experience into our systems insures the delivery  
of exceptional, customized solutions.

We are the solutions providers.   
We are PHP Systems/Design—Solutions Here!

 
 
 
•  Architects 
•  Design Professionals  
•  Mechanical Engineers 
•  Consultants 
•  Contractors 
•  Facilities Managers 
•  Building Owners

WHO WE ARE

PHP Systems/Design 

 is a  company  
dedicated to  

building  a product  
for the people that  

surpasses excellence  
in  ingenious design  

for sustainability

800.797.6585  |  WWW.PHPSD.COM



ROOFTOP SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
PHP Systems/Design can recommend a wide range of rooftop support systems. Each designed for  
installation without roof penetrations, flashings or damage to the roofing material. As part of our services, 
PHP provides professional seismic and high wind applications for all of our product support systems. 

Pipe Supports  
PHP Pipe Supports are designed to support single or multiple pipes at any specified height or  
width, with outstanding performance and sustainability, backed by our warranty coverage. The proper 
selection of supports is critical to the overall performance of the roofing system. 

Duct Supports 
The PHP Duct Supports provide both open and closed support design options with an unsurpassed  
advantage in sustainability, offering both seismic and high wind applications for safety and reliability.  

Cable Tray Supports 
PHP Cable Tray Supports are available in a variety of tray sizes, are eco-friendly with any roofing system, 
and can be used on an array of commercial and industrial projects at any specified height or width.

Equipment Supports 
The RTU-20 Equipment Supports are designed to support air handlers, blowers and exhaust fans.  
Our engineers are able to provide design assistance on many different types of equipment supports.

Walkways & Crossovers 
The PHP Walkways and Crossovers are used to prevent and direct traffic on the roofing system,  
providing access to areas that may be obstructed by piping, ducting or equipment—creating safety  
and convenience.  

Stairs & Ramps 
The PHP Stairs and Ramps are designed to access different levels of roofs and equipment that may  
be out of reach. Each and every component plays an important role in the design process.

Platforms 
The PHP Platform is available in designs ranging from rooftop media, service and smoking areas,  
to platforms for AHU and small chillers. The impact of using PHP Platforms ensures the long-term  
durability of the roofing system.

Solar Panel Supports  
PHP provides a variety of Solar Panel solutions to meet any unique design and installation specification. 
Solar Panel Supports affect roof system performance, in regard to increased heat and moisture impact. 

Industrial Grade Pipe Supports 
PHP offers custom engineered land supports, modular in design, allowing for supports to be ordered in 
bulk and delivered pre-assembled. Other services range from stress analysis of piping, to site supervision, 
regular plant inspections, surveys of existing installations, and refurbishment of supports.  

WHAT WE OFFER



•  On-Line Accredited Courses                                                                                           
•  Architectural Lunch-and-Learns 
•  Engineering Design and Layout 
•  Specification Writing Assistance  
•  Code Compliance Research and Verification 
•  Technical Support 
•  Installation 
•  Modifications 
•  Evaluations

PHP’s accomplished expertise and resources can address the spectrum of your design 
and performance criteria associated with rooftop support systems selection, code 
compliance, extreme seismic and high-wind conditions and sustainability. Our creative 
solutions allow the highest level of flexibility and proven structural integrity. We will 
take your plans, and your vision, to develop a sustainable approach that will last well 
beyond industry standards.

OUR SERVICES
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